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My mother probably wouldn’t have described herself as a ine seamstress. She just made
clothes. During my growing up years, it was possible to make clothes at home for far less
than one could buy them in the store. Fabric and patterns were inexpensive, and coupled
with one’s own labor it was possible to clothe children with apparel that didn’t exhaust the
budget. I’m not talking about those clothes one sees in Little House on the Prairie where the
mother used feedsacks to put shirts on her family’s back. I’m talking about out its that one
could wear anywhere.
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I did know mothers who actually made underwear as well as things like jeans, but my
mother was more rational. She mostly just made me dresses although I had “store bought”
ones also. I was trying to remember if she ever made me “play clothes.” Probably not. Play
clothes were just school clothes that were no longer good enough to use for their original
purpose. The term “play clothes” has dropped out of usage. I think that probably happened
when mothers no longer had to iron every piece of clothing one wore (I don’t remember
ever hearing of a father who ironed although surely there must have been some). I had
some shorts (after all, we lived in deep south Texas), but mostly girls wore dresses. I didn’t
have a pair of jeans until I went to graduate school although most others had them long
before that.

So where does this lead? One Christmas my father gave broad hints of a truly wonderful
Christmas present for my mother. Buying wonderful presents wasn’t something my father
was good at. He mostly thought that holiday gift giving was a commercial ploy he didn’t
want to join in on. I have a hunch that someone else encouraged him this time to believe
that the perfect gift was to be found that was both wonderful and useful. My mother had
worked for years on a very old sewing machine that was NOT a Singer (the machine of
choice). It meant that parts and repairs were sometimes a challenge. This machine just
sewed a single straight stitch meeting most needs. However, technology had begun to move
into the sewing machine world and things like zigzag and special decorative stitches were
now possible.
My mother (who always seemed to get into the Christmas spirit) could hardly sleep the
night before Christmas just as a small child might respond. She was expecting a mink coat
or maybe a diamond to replace the small one on her hand. Oh my, haven’t we all found
ourselves in this predicament – expecting one thing and getting another. Christmas
morning she awoke to a sewing machine. She smiled and oohed and ahed over its
marvelous features. This was a Singer with special cams to create decorative stitches and it
could zigzag seams to make them less likely to unravel. It was a truly beautiful piece of
technology, but it wasn’t a diamond.
However, she did use this machine to sew lovely dresses for me. I remember her once
asking me which special design I wanted on a yellow dress she was making for me. She
used this machine to create a “designer” dress that she wore to a Marine Corps ball. It
served her well over many years. It was the machine on which I learned to sew.
Interesting to me is that over 20 years later when I needed to replace my own very antique
sewing machine (that only sewed a straight stitch), I bought that same sewing machine
model myself – a well used one. It had stood the test of time. Its metal cams never broke. It
could be oiled and adjusted returning it to a nearly new condition. And just a few years ago,
I handed that same machine on to another young mother who is still using it.
I’m sure my mother still wished for that mink or diamond, but I have to say that this gift
probably offered more than either of those would have. However, grandsons beware. This is
not the way to a woman’s heart. From that point on, my mother made it clear that gifts
needed to be personal in nature – something
for her alone. I can surely understand why
she felt that way.
Sewing for my mother was not limited to
utilitarian garments created using a sewing
machine. She also did “hand work” usually in
the form of cross-stitch. She started a
Christmas tablecloth one year and worked on
it at intervals for many years. When it was
mostly done, she began to use it adding a few
more wreaths or ornaments every year. I

have that tablecloth now and cherish it. I have photos of many Christmas dinners where
one can see it being used.
She also made me a smocked dress one year.
Smocking required the seamstress to gather the
fabric together in such a way that the fabric pulled
together into a series of “wrinkles.” It was tedious
work and I wore that dress for special occasions.
And then there was the quilt designed to be used as a
bedspread. She began that one long after I left home
and I didn’t “discover” it until much later.
She had it tucked into a bag to pull out and
work on at intervals much as she had done
with the tablecloth. The instructions were
still there much beat up by the years.
One day she handed it to me and said “I
have no one who can quilt this. I bet you
can ind someone.” I took the green cloth
bag with the inished needlework and
carried it home to be tucked away in my
closet. I have to admit that I didn’t look
very hard to ind anyone because I didn’t
live in a “quilting” world.
The bag came with us to Brenham and
there I did discover quilters. One was a member
of my son’s church. Diana Stigleman and I became
friends and one day I asked her if she could quilt
the top. “Machine or by hand?” she asked. I had
no idea about either and asked how long each
would take because that poor piece of fabric had
been hidden away long enough. She assured me
she could machine quilt it quite quickly, so I
handed it off. And before I knew it, she was done.
She even added my mother’s name and the date.
I was thrilled to send my mother this photograph of the completed work and cherish it
whenever I put it on a bed for special company. And one can see, she did a beautiful job.
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I have to say that it has taken me years to appreciate the art in my mother’s soul. I hope that
some of that has passed down to me and our descendants just as I hope someone in the
future will love the quilt and the tablecloth and the memories they carry.

